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a b s t r a c t 

Recent advancements in composite production and processing are making thermoplastics a viable option in a 
wider array of aerospace applications. In particular, Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) with thermoplastic 
resin are believed to have better damage tolerance properties than thermosets. However, few studies have been 
conducted regarding the numerical modelling of the behaviour of such materials submitted to low energy impacts. 
Here the Discrete Ply Model (DPM), that predicts the failure of laminated composites with the help of cohesive 
elements, is used to compare thermosetting and thermoplastics impact damage tolerances. The DPM is improved 
to take into account the strain rate effect of the fracture toughness (FT) in mode II of interlaminar interfaces. First, 
the End Notched Flexure (ENF) test that induces unstable crack growth is used both to experimentally measure 
the value of FT in mode II for high speed crack growth and to identify the strain rate effect used in the model. 
Second, the DPM is then used to simulate impact tests for various stacking sequences ([45 2 , − 45 2 , 0 2 , 90 2 ] 2S , [0 2 , 
45 2 , 90 2 , − 45 2 ] 2S , [0 2 , 30 2 , 90 2 , − 30 2 ] 2S and [90 2 , − 45 2 , 0 2 , 45 2 ] 2S ) and impact energy levels (10, 20 and 30 J). 
Good correlations with experiment are observed in terms of force/displacement curves and delaminated areas. 
The numerical model correctly describes the asymmetry of the delaminated interfaces and the propagation of 
groups of interfaces located near the mid-thickness of the laminated plates. Finally, the damage associated with 
a 30 J impact is compared for the carbon/PEEK of this study and classical carbon/epoxy plates using numerical 
simulations (DPM). No significant difference has been found. The results corroborate those obtained in previous 
studies showing the relatively low value of FT in mode II, using an ENF test and infrared thermography (IRT). 
This article therefore questions the apparent superiority of carbon/PEEK laminated composites over carbon/epoxy 
laminated composites in terms of impact damage tolerance. 
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. Introduction 

High-performance composites with thermoplastic resin are being in-
reasingly used in composite structures, in particular in the aeronauti-
al field. Semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymers, such as PEEK resins,
ave advantages over classical thermoset resins, such as epoxies: good
amage and impact tolerance [1 , 2] , a high degree of chemical resis-
ance, no expiry date, a usability over a large range of temperatures
nd a possible recycling through remelting. In the case of PEEK, its bio-
ompatibility also makes it a perfect candidate for composite trauma
evices such as orthopaedic, dental, spinal and cranial implants [3 , 4] .
lassically, the literature states that thermoplastic composites show a
etter tolerance to impact damage than epoxy based composites [5 , 6] .
he main properties driving the impact tolerance of composite laminate,

.e. the mode I and mode II fracture toughness (FT), G I 
c and G II 

c , are
∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: christophe.bouvet@isae-supaero.fr (C. Bouvet). 

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcomc.2020.100031 
he most important [2 , 7–12] . The FT of thermoplastic resins is clearly
igher than that of thermoset resins, particularly if the neat resin is con-
idered. For example, the mode I FT is about 4 N/mm for neat PEEK
esin compared to about 0.1 N/mm for neat epoxy resin [11] . How-
ver, the difference diminishes when fibres are added. Friedrich et al.
13] have shown that carbon fibre prepeg with PEEK resin is “only ”
bout 10 times more resilient (mode I and mode II FT) than carbon
bre prepeg with epoxy resin ( Fig. 1 a), for a similar fibre content of
pproximately 64%. Carbon fibre woven plies also follow this trend:
ode I and mode II FT are about 1.6 N/mm and 2.5 N/mm, respec-

ively, for carbon/PEEK composite, compared to about, 0.5 N/mm and
.5 N/mm for carbon/epoxy composite, for a similar fibre content of ap-
roximately 50% [11] . This evolution can be explained by the increase
f the influence of fibres on damage propagation. The delamination can
nly evolve between plies on a prepeg-based laminate and the crack

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcomc.2020.100031
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Fig. 1. Effect of the crack growth speed on modes I and II FT for carbon/epoxy and carbon/peek composites (a) [13] , and ductile (b) and brittle behaviour (c) of 
delamination of PEEK resin [29] . 
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ropagation path is even more constrained by the undulated pattern of
he yarns for the case of woven plies [11] . It is generally accepted in
he literature that the initial damage during impact loading, associated
ith delamination, is mainly driven by the interlaminar FT in mode II.
herefore, the higher FT of thermoplastic composites in shearing mode
akes them good candidates for impact tolerance [14] . 

However, some results recently reported in the literature show that
he superior impact tolerance of carbon/thermoplastic laminated com-
osites compared to that of carbon/epoxy laminated composites is not
o obvious. For example, Vieille et al. compared the impact damage of
omposite laminates with woven carbon and 3 types of resin: 2 ther-
oplastic ones (PEEK and PPS) and a thermoset one (epoxy) [9 , 10] .
lthough better resistance to impact was expected from the thermoplas-

ics, the results show similar behaviour for the 3 materials. The authors
xplain that the small difference observed between these 3 laminates
ould be due either to the woven nature of the plies or to the small
hickness of the plates (about 2 mm), compared to the classical thick-
ess (4 mm) used for standard tests [15] . Another explanation of the
mall difference between impact resistance of thermoplastic and ther-
oset composites could be the strain rate effect of the thermoplastic

esins on the interlaminar FT, particularly in shearing mode. 
It is well established that the mechanical properties of polymers are

ery dependant on temperature, strain rate and pressure [16 , 17] . Strain
ate often has an influence on the fracture behaviour of both thermoset-
18] and thermoplastic-based composites [19–23] . A few configurations
eem to be strain rate-independent [24–27] , behaviour that might be
ue to fibre bridging in unidirectional specimens [22] or to the rela-
ively low strain-rates investigated. The review by W. J. Cantwell and
. Blyton on various thermoset and thermoplastic resin based compos-

tes reveals that, on average, the fracture toughness of brittle matrix
omposites is either rate-insensitive or increases slightly with loading
ates [28] . In contrast, thermoplastic matrices exhibit a reduction in
racture toughness with increasing strain rates. According to Ploeckl, at
ow temperatures or at high strain rates, the molecular movements of
he polymer chains are restricted and, consequently, the overall mate-
ial behaviour shows a rigid and brittle response [20] . With increasing
emperatures, rotations and translational displacements of side groups,
mall molecular groups or repeat units in the main polymer chain are
ossible. The decrease of the temperature is equivalent to the increase
f the strain rate. In polymer physics literature, this is referred to as the
ime-temperature superposition principle. 

Regarding the specific case of PEEK based composites, Hamdan et al.
uggested that high rate testing induced a change in crystalline mor-
hology and, more specifically, an increase of the crystallinity degree
30] which would then be the cause of the fracture toughness decrease
t high strain rates. El Qoubaa et al. showed that the dependency re-
ationship of PEEK material properties on strain rate is not linear: the
train rate sensitivity is greater at higher strain rate (over 100/s) [31] . 

Friedrich et al. [13] performed ENF tests of APC-2 PEEK resin uni-
irectional (UD) composite laminate at different loading speeds. They
howed that FT in mode II ( Fig. 1 a) of carbon fibre/PEEK decreased from
.9 to 0.4 N/mm when the crosshead speed increased from 4.2 × 10 − 6 to
.2 × 10 − 2 m/s. They explained this result by an evolution of the crack
rowth type, from ductile propagation at low speed ( Fig. 1 b) to brittle
ropagation at high speed ( Fig. 1 c). Hashemi et al. reached the same
onclusions with a carbon/PEEK composite using the corresponding pa-
ameter of the loading-rate: the temperature [24] . Their work exhibited
 clear increase in fracture toughness when the temperature rose. This
s also the case for graphite/PEEK composites according to the analysis
f Mall et al. [32] . 
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Fig. 2. FT in mode II versus crack growth evolution of the ENF tests [33] . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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Table 1 

Mechanical properties of carbon/PEEK UD ply [46–48] and material parameters 
of the DPM. 

Tensile Young’s modulus in fibre direction, E l 
t 150 GPa 

Compressive Young’s modulus in fibre direction, E l 
c 130 GPa 

Young’s modulus in transverse direction, E t 9 GPa 

In-plane shear modulus, G lt 5 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio, 𝜐lt 0.3 

Tensile failure strain in fibre direction, 𝜎l 
t 0.019 

Compressive failure strain in fibre direction, 𝜎l 
c − 0.01 

Tensile failure stress in transverse direction, 𝜎t 
t 84 MPa 

Compressive failure stress in transverse direction, 𝜎t 
c − 150 MPa 

In-plane shear failure stress, 𝜏 lt 
r 160 MPa 

Interlaminar fracture toughness in mode I , G I 
c 1 N/mm 

Interlaminar low speed fracture toughness in mode II , G II 
0 2.7 N/mm 

Interlaminar high speed fracture toughness in mode II , G II 
1 1 N/mm 

Reference shear velocity, Δv 0 1000 mm/s 

Material parameter driving the decrease of the FT, n 0 10 

Tensile fracture toughness in fibre direction, G I 
f,t 80 N/mm 

Compressive fracture toughness in fibre direction, G I 
f,c 30 N/mm 

Density, 𝜌 1600 kg.m 
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In a previous study [33] , similar results were obtained with a PEEK
esin and a UD carbon laminate using the unstable character of the ENF
est. For low values of the initial crack length, the ENF test reveals an
nstable propagation due to the snapback effect ( Fig. 4 ) [34] . On this
ubject, the standard advises against using a crack length shorter than
. 347 L (where L is the beam length, Fig. 3 ). However, if the objective is
o promote unstable propagation, it is interesting to forget this rule. The
ther drawback of unstable propagation is the impossibility to use the
lassical theory of ENF tests to obtain the interlaminar FT. Therefore, in
his work, IRT was used to obtain the G II 

c during unstable propagation
35–37] . The results show an R-curve effect at the initial crack growth
ith G II 

c increasing from about 1 to 2.7 N/mm, and constant values
f G II 

c between 0.75 and 1.3 N/mm during the unstable propagation
 Fig. 2 ). The problem of using the IRT approach to measure the FT is
he lack of confirmation of this method and, in particular, the difficulty
f evaluating the Taylor–Quinney ratio: the ratio between the total en-
rgy dissipated by the damage mechanism and the energy dissipated as
eat. It lies between 100% (when all the energy released is dissipated
s heat) and 0% (when all the energy released is stored in the material).
or polymer materials, this value varies considerably, depending on the
ype of material and the type of loading. For brittle failures, the Taylor–
uinney ratio is close to 100%, and it lies between 90 and 100% in a
ore general case. 

The objective of this article is to assess the influence of the decrease
f the FT in mode II between slow and fast crack growth, on the impact
ehaviour, using a finite element (FE) model. First, a behaviour law of
he G II 

c taking the strain rate effect into account using the ENF test is
etermined. Second, a model of the strain rate effect is proposed and
valuated using the ENF test. Eventually, this model is used in order
o simulate impact tests performed at different energy levels and with
ifferent stacking sequences. The strain rate effect is highlighted in or-
er to show its crucial effect on the damage developing during impact
nd, in particular, on the delaminated area. Additionally, a comparison
ith an impact model of thermoset composite is performed in order to

ompare a thermoplastic and a thermoset composite laminate. 

. ENF test 

.1. Finite element model of the ENF test 

The composite laminate used in this study was the same as the one
ssessed in the previous work dealing with the measurement of the FT
sing IRT [33] : a UD prepreg laminate with PEEK thermoplastic resin
nd IM7 carbon fibre. The mechanical properties and the material pa-
ameters of the proposed FE model are noted in Table 1 . The geometry
f the ENF test is given in Fig. 3 . The stacking sequence is [0 16 /0 16 ],
here the “/ ” at mid-thickness corresponds to the Teflon film inserted

o initiate the crack. Different initial crack lengths were studied but, for
he present work, only the ENF test with an initial crack length of a 0 =
4 mm is presented. The ENF test is not detailed in this article but all
he details can be found in the previous publication [33] . 

The force-displacement curves obtained experimentally and analyti-
ally, for the ENF test with the initial crack length of 34 mm are plotted
n Fig. 4 . 

This figure shows: 

• the experimental curve as a solid blue line and the point of initiation
of the propagation as a blue point. The crack propagation starts at
about 1 N/mm of FT, then stable propagation with an R-curve effect
is observed up to about 2.7 N/mm of FT, and unstable crack growth
is obtained. It is not possible to use the standard to evaluate the
FT during this unstable crack propagation, so the FT was evaluated
using IRT [33] at about 1 N/mm ( Fig. 2 ). 

• the elastic force-displacement curve of the beam without crack
( a = 0 ), with a half beam length ( a = L/2 ) and a full beam length
( a = L ) crack as dashed black lines. The longer the crack, the smaller
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Fig. 3. ENF test setup. 

Fig. 4. Experimental and analytical force- 
displacement curves of the ENF test. (For in- 
terpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 
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o  
the stiffness. These curves were obtained using an analytical model
and are given for information. 

• the curves of the condition of crack growth stability obtained ana-
lytically using beam theory [38–40] (green dashed line for 1 N/mm
and red dashed line for 2.7 N/mm). The analytical expression of the
condition of crack growth stability is different for a crack length
higher and lower than half the length of the specimen. This explains
the angular point for a = L/2 . The snapback phenomenon is clearly
visible for a crack length shorter than 0.347 L. 

The FE model of the ENF test was built with 4 vol elements in the
hickness of the beam, in order to have 2 elements in the thickness of
ach arm, and one cohesive zone element at mid-thickness (bottom right
f Fig. 5 ). The model was developed with the assumption of a plane
train in the (x, y) plane. Therefore, only one volume element was used
n the z direction. The three cylinders of the ENF tests ( Fig. 3 ) were
imulated using rigid surfaces and the rubber was not modelled. In the
xperiment, the rubber was used to avoid compressive fibre failure just
nder the central cylinder, but in the FE model, even if a fibre failure
odel (detailed in III.1) was used, no fibre damage was obtained. The
odel was built using Abaqus Explicit v6.13 and the displacement of

he cylinders was set at a constant velocity. A value of 130 mm/s was
elected after having verified that the test could be considered static,
nd that a decrease of this value did not affect the result. Interface ele-
ents were used to simulate the delamination at mid-thickness and the
on-penetration of the arms was imposed after the total damage of the
nterface elements. A coupled damage criterion was programmed with
inear coupling between shearing mode (modes II and III) and opening
ode (mode I). However, for the ENF test presented here, the crack
ropagates in pure mode II. The most important parameter for the ENF
est is the FT in mode II, G II 

c , and the strain rate effect is of particular
mportance. During stable propagation, G II 

c presents a classical R-curve
ffect ( Fig. 2 ). This R-curve effect is due to the creation of a real frac-
ure process zone (FPZ) at the crack tip. However, at the beginning of
he test, there is a pre-existing crack generated by a Teflon film placed
n the middle plane during the manufacturing process. Therefore, the
PZ is not a real one. This phenomenon is difficult to simulate but is
artly taken into account by the initial damaging of the interface ele-
ents at the crack tip. The first cohesive element at the crack tip will

uickly reach a high stress value due to the high stress concentration.
herefore, once the damage is “activated ”, the stiffness of the element

s progressively reduced (III.1) and, as for the experimental FPZ, stress
s relieved locally. 

In this study, for both crack growth initiation and stable propagation,
 constant value of FT of 2.7 N/mm is used ( Figs. 2 and 6 ). 

.2. Strain rate effect 

During the unstable crack growth, a low value of FT of 1 N/mm is
bserved ( Figs. 2 and 6 ). It is then necessary to draw the path between
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Fig. 5. Model of the ENF test just before and just after the unstable crack growth. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Strain rate effect on the shearing FT. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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hese 2 values (2.7 N/mm and 1 N/mm) using a velocity parameter.
ne way could be to use the crack growth velocity. In the present case,

his velocity was measured between about 600 and 1000 m/s, which
pproximately corresponds to the classical Rayleigh wave speed [41] .
owever, it is difficult to use this velocity because its determination is al-
ost impossible within an interface element. Moreover, it calls for com-
unication between elements, which is tricky in the classic FE codes.
herefore, the velocity gap between the two superimposed nodes of the

nterface elements is used: 

𝒗 = 𝒗 𝒖 
𝒖 𝒑 𝒑 𝒆 𝒓 − 𝒗 𝒖 

𝒍 𝒐 𝒘 𝒆 𝒓 (1)

here v u 
lower ( v u 

upper ) is the velocity of the lower (upper) node of the
nterface element in the u direction, and u is the in-plane direction of
he interface element ( Fig. 5 ). 
We propose that the decrease of the FT between the low speed value
nd the high speed value may be driven using an exponential function
 Fig. 6 ): 

 𝑰 𝑰 
𝒄 = 𝑮 𝑰 𝑰 

1 + 

(
𝑮 𝑰 𝑰 

0 − 𝑮 𝑰 𝑰 
1 )( 

1 + 

|Δ𝒗 |
Δ𝒗 0 

) 𝒏 0 
(2) 

here G II 
0 is the value of shearing FT for stable propagation, G II 

1 is the
alue of shearing FT for unstable propagation, Δv is the shear velocity
f the interface element, Δv 0 is the reference shear velocity, and n 0 is
 material parameter driving the decrease of the FT ( Table 1 ). Two pa-
ameters are then needed to drive the evolution of the FT: the reference
hear velocity, Δv 0 , and the exponent, n 0 . To simplify the model, the ex-
onent is set to 10, which is high enough to obtain a relatively quick
ecrease but low enough not to trigger numerical instabilities in the FE
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Fig. 7. Effect of the reference shear velocity 
on the shear velocity (a) and on the size of 
the zone of high dissipated energy (b). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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odel. Complementary work was done in order to evaluate the effect of
his parameter. Results showed that its effect was negligible if the value
emained low enough. The only parameter remaining to be evaluated
as the reference shear velocity. Many values were tested but only the

ffect of three values: 10 2 , 10 3 , and 10 4 mm/s is presented in this article
 Fig. 6 ). 

In order to evaluate the most relevant value for Δv 0 , its effect on the
orce-displacement curve was studied. The influence of Δv 0 appeared
egligible and therefore these curves have not been plotted on Fig. 9 be-
ause the result would not be readable. These 3 curves are included
etween the black curve “Num. (strain rate effect) ” and the grey curve
Num. (GIIc = 2.7 N/mm ) ”. The unstable crack growth is triggered when
he energy release rate (ERR) reaches 2.7 N/mm, and its decrease to
 N/mm only influences the unstable propagation. The unstable propa-
ation is represented in the force-displacement curve only by the sudden
oad drop; no difference can be detected. 

Another evaluation of the most relevant value of Δv 0 could use the
rack growth velocity. Once again, there is no significant effect. The
rack growth velocity is relatively independent of Δv 0 and is always
qual to about 1300 m/s. 

To determine Δv 0 , one could also measure the experimental shear
elocity during the ENF test. This measurement is difficult to make and
as not performed during this work. In the future, it would be inter-

sting to confront this experimental value with the one selected in this
rticle. The shear velocity during the crack propagation with the 3 val-
es of the reference shear velocity Δv 0 (10 2 , 10 3 and 10 4 mm/s) is dis-
layed in Fig. 7 a. It should be noted that the shear velocity in a given
nterface element changes between the start and the end of the damage.
he shear velocity at the damage onset is low because the interface ele-
ent stiffness remains high, and is high at the damage end because the

nterface element stiffness becomes null. Therefore, we suggest that the
epresentative shear velocity is reached when half of the FT is dissipated.

For Δv 0 of 10 2 mm/s and 10 3 mm/s, a sudden increase of the shear
elocity is observed when: 

𝒗 = Δ𝒗 0 (3)

hile, for Δv 0 equal to 10 4 mm/s this condition is never reached, so
his peak is not observed. Nevertheless, this sudden increase of the shear
elocity does not really affect the unstable propagation and for the three
ases, unstable crack growth is triggered for a crack length of about
5 mm. 

An interesting aspect of this shear velocity peak is the correspond-
ng decrease of the FT ( Fig. 7 b). The higher the shear velocity, the
ower the FT. The tipping point is the reference shear velocity ( Fig. 6 ).
onsecutively, a zone of high dissipated energy appears at the begin-
ing of the crack growth. The higher Δv 0 is, the larger is the high dis-
ipated energy zone. It is about 4, 8 and 155 mm when Δv 0 is 10 2 ,
0 3 and 10 4 mm/s respectively ( Fig. 7 b). This parameter can therefore
e used to discriminate the most relevant value of the reference shear
elocity. 

To do this, the information given by the IRT measurement was used.
n Fig. 8 , the temperature field is displayed at four time increments:
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Fig. 8. Temperature field measurement using IRT dur- 
ing the ENF test (1 snapshot every 2 ms). (For inter- 
pretation of the references to colour in this figure, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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wo frames before the unstable propagation and two after (one snapshot
very 0.002 s). On the frame just after the unstable crack growth (frame
861), a zone of higher dissipated energy, of about 10 mm, is clearly
isible in the zone where the crack growth started. The size of this zone
an then be compared to the size of the high dissipated energy zone
btained numerically ( Fig. 7 b) and establishes the most relevant value
or Δv 0 at 10 3 mm/s. More precisely, the value is between 10 3 and
0 4 mm/s but a perfectly accurate value is not fundamental. A reference
hear velocity of 10 3 mm/s was considered relevant enough to be used
ith confidence. This value will be used in the next section to simulate

he impact tests. 
The numerical curve obtained using the model with the strain rate

ffect is displayed as a continuous black curve in Fig. 9 . Unstable crack
rowth is obtained for a cylinder displacement of about 13 mm. The de-
ormed FE model is shown just before and just after this unstable crack
rowth in Fig. 5 . The Von Mises stress is used as a stress mathemati-
al norm rather than a failure criterion here. The unstable propagation
nduces a marked oscillation of the beam going occurring during the
nloading phase. 
w
The numerical curve obtained from the model without the strain rate
ffect is displayed as a continuous solid grey curve for FT values of 1 and
.7 N/mm. Unstable crack growths are obtained for displacements of
bout 8 and 13 mm for FT values of 1 and 2.7 N/mm, respectively. These
nstable propagations induce marked oscillations of the beam occuring
uring the unloading phase. Such numerical issues would need to be
orrected in the future by improving the modelling of the structural
amping. 

. Impact test 

Now that the strain rate effect has been identified using the ENF test,
he model can be used to simulate impact on plates with the same car-
on/PEEK composite and with various stacking sequences. The model
sed is the Discrete Ply Model (DPM) which has been in development
or more than 10 years at the Institut Clément Ader [42–45] . Details are
vailable in our previous article [33] , so only the main characteristics
ill be recalled. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental, analytical and numerical force-displacement curves of the ENF test. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. DPM concept and its associated specific mesh [44] . 

Fig. 11. Impact test set up [15] . 
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.1. Discrete Ply Model 

The principle of the DPM is to use interface elements to simulate
he discontinuity of the matrix cracks ( Fig. 10 ). These elements make
t possible both to simulate the significant openings of the plies due
o matrix cracking and to account for the coupling between the matrix
racking and the interlaminar damage (delamination). The behaviour
aw of these interfaces is based on a double criterion: 

• A Hashin’s criterion in neighbouring volume elements; when this
criterion is reached, the interface element is immediately broken, 
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Fig. 12. Experimental and numerical comparison of impact test of the 45° plate: force-displacement curve (a) and delaminated interfaces (b). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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• An energy dissipation in the interface element, driven by the fracture
toughness, a linear coupling between the modes I and II/III and a
linear decrease of the stress versus the displacement. In this interface
element, due to the absence of relevant data on the FT, the values
measured in the interlaminar interface are used ( Table 1 ) and the
strain rate effect is not used. 

Extra interface elements are used to simulate the interlaminar dam-
ge. These interface elements are of course, the ones mentioned in Sec-
ion II, concerning the ENF test. The strain rate effect is used and its
ffect will be detailed. 

Fibre damage is also taken into account by using continuum damage
echanics in the volume elements with a damage criterion based on
 simple longitudinal strain criterion onset and an energy dissipation
ased on the FT of fibre failure [33] . 

.2. Impact model 

Impact tests were performed on the carbon/PEEK laminate men-
ioned above, with four different stacking sequences of 32 plies and a
otal thickness of 4.51 mm: 

• [45 2 , − 45 2 , 0 2 , 90 2 ] 2S : referred to as the 45° stacking sequence, 
• [0 2 , 45 2 , 90 2 , − 45 2 ] 2S : referred to as the 0° stacking sequence, 
• [0 2 , 30 2 , 90 2 , − 30 2 ] 2S : referred to as the 30° stacking sequence, 
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Fig. 13. Experimental and numerical comparison of impact test of the 0° plate: force-displacement curve (a) and delaminated interfaces (b). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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• [90 2 , − 45 2 , 0 2 , 45 2 ] 2S : referred to as the 90° stacking sequence (0°
stacking sequence with a 90° rotation). 

The impact set-up was standardized according to the AITM 1–0010
 Fig. 11 ). An impactor of 2.03 kg was used and the initial velocity was
et so as to obtain impact energies of 10, 20 and 30 J. This article mainly
ocuses on the results obtained with the 30 J impact. 

The force-displacement curves obtained experimentally and numer-
cally are plotted in Figs. 12 a, 13 a, 14 a and 15 a for the 45°, 0°, 30° and
0° plates, respectively. For the 45° plate, the curves obtained with-
ut strain rate effect and with the high speed and low speed FT of
 and 2.7 N/mm ( Fig. 12 a), are also plotted. For all cases, the corre-
ation between the experimental impact and the corresponding model
s good. However, the numerical results exhibit a higher stiffness than
he associated experimental curves. This may be due either to the non-
inearity of the elastic stiffness which is not taken into account, or to
n underestimation of the damage in the thickness of the plate since,
ith the DPM, the damage in the out-of-plane direction is not consid-

red because it is classically very weak compared to the in-plane dam-
ge. However, this damage could add an additional displacement. The
igher stiffness of the model also generates a lower maximum displace-
ent. The test is driven by impact energy. Therefore, if the force is over-

stimated, the displacement is underestimated. In the same way, the
nergy dissipated, corresponding to the area of the force-displacement
urve, is overestimated by the model (about 9 J for the experiments and
1.5 J for the model). The higher stiffness of the model should partly ex-
lain this discrepancy. Globally, model predictions are considered good
nough for further study of the strain rate effect of the interlaminar FT in
ode II. 

The delaminated surfaces from the experiment (obtained by C-scan)
nd from the FE model are displayed in Figs. 12 b, 13 b, 14 b and 15 b. The
-scan is classically shown with a thickness indicator making it possible
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Fig. 14. Experimental and numerical comparison of impact test of the 30° plate: force-displacement curve (a) and delaminated interfaces (b). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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o evaluate the positions of the delaminated interfaces. The interface
umber may not be perfectly accurate because it was sometimes dif-
cult to separate two close interfaces and the ultrasonic investigation

nvolved some uncertainty. One can distinguish the double-ply at mid-
hickness. To compare the model with the experiment, the delaminated
nterfaces were coloured with the same colours as the C-scan. The red
olour corresponds to pristine areas. Due the uncertainty of the C-scan
rocedure, there may be some misinterpretation in the colour of the
elaminated interface obtained numerically. On average, this approach
rovides a rapid way to compare the delaminated interfaces. Compar-
sons between C-scan and DPM are satisfactory overall but discrepancies
an be found. For the 45° plate ( Fig. 12 b), the three delaminated inter-
aces at the left of the picture are well reproduced by the model but
he delaminated interface obtained numerically at the right, is clearly
verestimated. Several delaminated interfaces near the non-impacted
ide e.g. the interfaces 2, 3 and 4 for the 0° and 90° plates, seem to be
nderestimated by the model. This discrepancy could be due to under-
stimation of the fibre failure. When there is a small amount of fibre
ailure, the delaminated interfaces are mostly the mid-thickness ones,
ue the high shear in this zone. However, when the fibre failure devel-
ps further, the interfaces located near the non-impacted side tend to
elaminate. To give a better idea of the extent of the predicted fibre
amage, the top left part of Fig. 16 shows the fibre damage obtained
fter impact on the 45° plate. The blue colour means no fibre damage
nd the red means total fibre damage (at the top right, the fibre damage
orresponds to the impact model without the strain rate effect and, at
he bottom, to an impact on a carbon/epoxy plate). It is clear that there
s a very small amount of fibre damage and the delaminated interfaces
t mid-thickness are clearly visible. 

Another important feature is the unsymmetrical shape of the delam-
nated surface. From a global point of view, this asymmetry is repro-
uced numerically even if the model is perfectly symmetrical. The FE
odels are indeed totally symmetrical (central symmetry), which is, of

ourse, not the case for the experiments. During the experiments, even
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Fig. 15. Experimental and numerical comparison of impact test of the 90° plate: force-displacement curve (a) and delaminated interfaces (b). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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hough the plate was positioned with great care and the impactor well
uided, the margin of error in position of the impactor point is estimated
t ± 1 mm. For numerical results, the problem is perfectly symmetrical
nd the positioning of the unsymmetrical area was chosen in order to
e consistent with the experiments, and thus to make comparisons eas-
er. Other results in the literature show an asymmetry of the damage
49 , 50] . It seems that the asymmetry is mainly observed when the de-
amination is situated near the mid-thickness. In the present study, the
symmetry is often, but not always, observed for 30 J impact. Fig. 17
resents three C-scans of 30 J impact tests on 30° plate as an example. 

The three tests are exactly the same, except for the uncertainties re-
ated to the manufacturing process and to the experiment. Among the
hree tests, two are unsymmetrical and are similar, and one is symmet-
ical. This distribution is fairly representative of some campaign tests
erformed on similar plates. In order to compare this particular fea-
ure with the FE model, the impact point was shifted 1 mm left, right,
own or up for a few impact models. For most of the models, this led
o no significant difference with the perfectly centred model but, in a
ew configurations, differences were found. For example, Fig. 18 shows
he result of the impact model on the 0° plate with a 1 mm offset (to
he left). There is a significant difference with the centred impact model
 Fig. 13 b). This feature is representative of what is observed experimen-
ally and should be explained by the instability of the propagation of the
elaminations at mid-thickness. Unlike the delaminations propagating
ear the non-impacted side, which are almost symmetric and seem sta-
le, the propagation at mid-thickness seems less stable. This point could
lso be related to the high strain rate effect observed with this type
f impact. If the delaminations at mid-thickness are unstable, then the
rack growth velocity could be higher than the classical delamination
ear the non-impacted side and would highlight the strain rate effect.
his is, however, put forward only as a possible explanation and will
ave to be examined through extra research. 
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Fig. 16. Fibre failure obtained numerically for the carbon/PEEK 45° plate with the strain rate effect, with the high speed FT, and for carbon/epoxy plate. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 17. Experimental tests on the 30° plate: delaminated interfaces. 

Fig. 18. Experimental and numerical comparison of impact test of the 0° plate: delaminated interfaces with offset of 1 mm of the impact point for the model. 
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Fig. 19. Effect of the FT on the delaminated interfaces of the 45° plate impact. 

Fig. 20. Effect of the impact energy level on the delaminated interfaces of the 45° plate: 10 J (a) and 20 J (b) impact. 
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Fig. 21. Numerical comparison of carbon/PEEK and carbon/epoxy laminate plate in impact test of the 45° plate: force-displacement curve (a) and delaminated 
interfaces (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.3. Effect of fracture toughness 

On average, the strain rate effect seems to be able to account for the
arge delaminated surface area observed during impact. To confirm this,
mpact models were run with the strain rate mentioned above (left of
ig. 19 ) and without any strain rate effect, with FTs of 1 and 2.7 N/mm
right of Fig. 19 ). On the one hand, it is clear that the damage simulated
ith the FT measured at low speed (2.7 N/mm) strongly underestimated

he delaminated area. It has to be noted that this value of 2.7 N/mm is
he standard value (determined using industrial norms). This configura-
ion also exhibits too much fibre damage on the two first plies situated
ear the impacted side. 

This fibre failure is visible due the delamination of the interfaces 13
nd 14 ( Fig. 19 ). This greater fibre damage is confirmed by comparing
he fibre damage variable with the strain rate effect (top left of Fig. 16 )
nd for the higher value of the FT (top right of Fig. 16 ). The fibre damage
ith the low value of FT is not represented because it is similar to the
ne observed with the strain rate effect. 

On the other hand, the global shape of the delaminated interfaces
btained with 1 N/mm of fracture is relatively similar to that obtained
ith the strain rate effect. This is logical because, once the crack growth

tarts, the FT decreases quickly to this value due to the strain rate
 Fig. 6 ). Only the delamination of the interfaces near the impacted side
interfaces 12, 13 and 14) is modified between the low value of FT and
he strain rate effect. 

In order to enrich the comparison between the experiment and the
PM, impact tests at 10 J and 20 J were performed and numerically

imulated on the 45° plate ( Fig. 20 ). Globally, the increase of the delami-
ated surface with the impact energy level is taken into account more or
ess well by the model using the strain rate effect. Again, the fibre failure
f the first ply located on the impacted side seems underestimated. Its
ailure is clearly observed in the 20 J impact by the clear delamination
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Table 2 

Mechanical properties of carbon/epoxy UD ply used as parameters of the DPM. 

Tensile Young’s modulus in fibre direction, E l 
t 130 GPa 

Compressive Young’s modulus in fibre direction, E l 
c 100 GPa 

Young’s modulus in transverse direction, E t 7.7 GPa 

In-plane shear modulus, G lt 4.75 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio, ϑlt 0.3 

Tensile failure strain in fibre direction, 𝜀 l 
t 0.018 

Compressive failure strain in fibre direction, 𝜀 l 
c − 0.0125 

Tensile failure stress in transverse direction, 𝜎t 
t 60 MPa 

Compressive failure stress in transverse direction, 𝜎t 
c − 250 MPa 

In-plane shear failure stress, 𝜏 lt 
r 110 MPa 

Interlaminar fracture toughness in mode I , G I 
c 0.5 N/mm 

Interlaminar fracture toughness in mode II , G II 
c 1.6 N/mm 

Tensile fracture toughness in fibre direction, G I 
f,t 100 N/mm 

Compressive fracture toughness in fibre direction, G I 
f,c 30 N/mm 

Density, 𝜌 1600 kg.m 
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f interface 14 ( Fig. 20 b). It can be noted that the delaminated surface
rea measured during the 20 J impact is symmetrical with the central
oint of the plate, unlike the delaminated surface observed in the 30 J
mpact ( Fig. 12 b). From experimental and numerical observations, the
symmetry of the delaminated surface seems to appear between 20 and
0 J. Nevertheless, the asymmetry is sometimes not obtained with the
xperiment, even at 30 J. 

.4. Comparison with thermoset composite 

In order to compare the thermoplastic resin with a thermoset resin,
 configuration with a carbon/epoxy plate was modelled for the 45°
late impact. Only the simulation was run, and the material parameters
ere taken from previous studies ( Table 2 ). Several experiments have
lready been performed with these material parameters [42 , 43 , 45 , 50]
nd the authors have relatively high confidence in the associated result.
o strain rate effect was used for this simulation because the FT in mode

I does not seem to vary significantly for epoxy resin. More exactly, the
esults found in the literature [51 , 52] and in our experiments do not
vidence a strain rate effect for Mode II, unlike in the work of Friedrich
t al. [13] , who measured a strain rate effect for epoxy resin similar
o that for PEEK resin. The behaviour difference may come from the
ifferent types of epoxy polymer resins used, but this question remains
pen at this stage. 

The carbon/epoxy plate exhibits a slightly smaller size of delami-
ation than the carbon/PEEK plate in Fig. 21 b. This lower size of de-
amination for epoxy resin is due to the higher value of FT in mode
I , 1.6 N/mm, compared to the high speed value of FT for PEEK resin,
 N/mm. An asymmetry of the delaminated interfaces of the car-
on/epoxy plate can also be observed (right of Fig. 21 b), especially in
he ones situated in the lower part of the thickness (interfaces 3–5). 

The force-displacement curve of the carbon/epoxy plate is similar
o that of the carbon/PEEK ( Fig. 21 a). The fibre failure pattern is also
elatively close to the carbon/PEEK one ( Fig. 16 ). The damage is actu-
lly larger than the one simulated with the strain rate effect and slightly
maller than the one simulated with the high value of FT. It should be
oted ( Fig. 21 b) that the pattern shown was recorded at the end of the
mpact test, when the load has returned to zero. Therefore, the pattern
s representative of the deformation of the plate obtained straight after
mpact. The residual indentation is slightly reduced by a relaxation phe-
omenon not yet taken into account in the DPM. Ultimately, the impact
ehaviour of the carbon/epoxy plate is relatively similar to the impact
ehaviour of the carbon/PEEK, despite the higher static value of FT for
EEK resin. 

To conclude, even though the FT in mode II (or more exactly the low
peed value of the FT) is higher for PEEK resin than for epoxy resin, the
elaminated surface is larger for PEEK resin. This is due to the strain
ate effect, which considerably reduces the FT. This decrease is clearly
 problem for PEEK composite laminates because it limits the interest of
hese materials for impact damage tolerance. Nevertheless, this feature
eeds to be confirmed by other studies and with other thermoplastic
esins. In particular, other stacking sequences could lead to different
onclusions as the stacking sequences used in this study always con-
ained two consecutive plies in the same direction, which is known to
ncrease the development of the delaminated area. 

. Conclusion 

A model taking the strain rate effect of the FT in mode II of inter-
aminar interfaces into account has been developed. The first part of this
esearch was to identify the correct parameters using an ENF test espe-
ially set-up to generate unstable crack growth. Processing the results
ade it possible to experimentally measure the value of FT in mode II

or high speed propagation and to identify the strain rate behaviour to
e implemented in the model. 

The second part consisted of simulating impact tests with different
tacking sequences and different impact energy levels with the help of
he DPM taking the strain rate effect into account. The DPM exhib-
ted relatively good correlations with experiment. It made it possible
o identify some asymmetry of the delaminated interfaces and to ob-
erve the common propagation of groups of interfaces situated near the
id-thickness of the laminated plates. 

Finally, the impact damage in the carbon/PEEK of this study was
ompared with that of classical carbon/epoxy plates with the help of
umerical simulations (DPM). It showed that, when the lower value of
T in mode II of PEEK resin was used for high speed propagation, larger
elaminated areas were generated; contrary to the result expected when
onsidering the higher FT of PEEK for low speed crack growth. 

This result confirmed the conclusions drawn in our previous study
ocused on the measurement of FT in mode II using the ENF test and IRT
echnique [33] . It also questions the interest of carbon/PEEK laminate
omposites compared to carbon/epoxy laminate composites in terms of
mpact damage tolerance properties. It would be interesting in the future
o confront the results of this research with other studies on different
bre/matrix combinations and stacking sequences and to pursue the
esearch on the numerical modelling on the compression after impact
ehaviour. 
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